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SmoothShapes® System from Elemé Medical™
is Finalist in N.H. High Technology Council’s
“2008 Product of the Year” competition
Winner to be announced Nov. 18, Radisson Hotel, Manchester

MERRIMACK, N.H., Oct. 31, 2008 — Elemé Medical Inc., a private venture-backed aesthetics
company building a franchise in the body shaping market with an initial focus on treatment of
cellulite with its FDA-cleared SmoothShapes® System, announced today that it has been
named by the New Hampshire High Technology Council (NHHTC) as a Finalist in its
“2008 Product of the Year” competition, which recognizes “overall performance, innovation,
quality and uniqueness” of a product.
Other semifinalists include products from the following N.H.-based companies: Bradford Networks,
Cellular Specialties, Dell, Ensconce Data Technology, and Insight Technology. Judges for the NHHTC
“Product of the Year” competition include: Wendy Caswell, president and CEO, Zink Imaging; Brian
Cole, engineering manager, Gentex Electro-Acoustics; Dick Morley, inventor of the Programmable
Logic Controller; Bob McCray, manager and/or investor in 35 New Hampshire companies; David
Todara, chairman, Software Association of New Hampshire; Steve Varga, general manager, Insight TechGear; and, Ed Mitchell, software expert, Compressor Energy Solutions.
Elemé Medical’s first product to launch, SmoothShapes, uses a proprietary technology called
Photomology® that features a unique mechanism of action combining dynamic laser and
light energy with mechanical massage and vacuum. SmoothShapes stimulates restoration of healthy
cell activity by focusing on both the physical manifestations of cellulite and its underlying causes.
Treatments provide improved appearance of cellulite with longer-lasting results that
patients can see and feel.
“This is the second major award competition for which our company has been recognized as a
Finalist this month,” said Nancy M. Briefs, President and CEO. “No doubt, this attention is made
possible by the dedication, professionalism and entrepreneurial spirit of our employees, who have
built a world-class product and company.”
About Elemé Medical™

Elemé Medical Inc., headquartered in Merrimack, N.H., is dedicated to providing market-leading technology in all areas of
body shaping. SmoothShapes® System with pioneering Photomology® technology is a medical device with
FDA clearance and CE Mark approval to market. The Company’s name, when spoken phonetically, suggests
“lasers, medicine and aesthetics.” For more information, visit www.elememedical.com.
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